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# COMMENTS FOR SESSION 3: DATE

1 Performance evaluation is an incredibly important topic and I was very much looking forward to
the session. Things I appreciated: 1) Small group size and learning about what works for team-
based learning 2) There was so much learning in just watching Dr. O'Sullivan teach Things to
consider changing: 1) The pre-reading was very high level and introduced new terminology for
many of us. I do not believe the exercises helped solidify my knowledge in this area. Consider
having less dense pre-readings with a better assessment of students' prior knowledge in this
area. 2) Would have liked more on the basics of assessment and evaluation 3) My above
comments may be also due to zoom fatigue and not having the energy to process on the 3rd
day of the virtual platform.

1/10/2022 10:15 AM

2 I loved Dr. O'Sullivan's Zoom tricks. I liked the theory presented about assessment - it's a
huge topic. Maybe a few more practical applications? Maybe even allowing us to share our
own assessment systems.

1/9/2022 11:06 AM

3 Enjoyed the PBL. Reading requirement was challenging ... both in depth of knowledge and
number of articles.

1/9/2022 8:29 AM

4 TBL session was a great way to learn this topic. 1/8/2022 6:33 PM

5 I appreciated Dr. O'Sullivan's modeling of TBL - much more effective at making points this way
than lecturing (exs: keeping same groups, asking specifically why we didn't choose a different
answer). Partner activity thinking about challenges in assessment was great - wish we'd had
more time to explore what various pairs discussed - excited for happy hour plans to cover
these and other topics! Also really appreciate the time set aside to reflect/write/do worksheets
on our own - so helpful to think about my own context before launching back into group
discussion. Speaking of discussion, some great ideas came up in chat, though sometimes I
got distracted by the chat (my own fault) and missed things that were being said. Huge thanks
to Shaina and Kelly for such smooth transitions in/out of breakout rooms - showing me that I
need someone to help me do this during virtual teaching, rather than trying to do it myself with
large groups.

1/8/2022 4:00 PM

6 I loved the TBL approach to the session - that really helped facilitate relationship building and
great discussion about the topic. I do wish there was some time dedicated going through
different types of assessment methods and analyzing their utility in different educational
settings.

1/8/2022 3:33 PM
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Value of Topic1 - Not valuable5 - Very valuable
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- High quality

Accomplishment of Objectives1 - Objectives were not
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Usefulness of Information/Skill in my Educational
Responsibilities1 - Not useful5 - Very useful
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7 I felt much clearer about the topics as the day progressed. Very useful. 1/8/2022 3:29 PM

8 Great use of TBL and even introducing more technology. Perfect amount of information and
break out into groups/time allotted to use these tools.

1/8/2022 3:20 PM

9 I found the readings for this session challenging as they seemed to be very technical and be
from a very specific type of literature (aka written for pHDs in education, versus MDs
assessing resident or MS learners). It made me wonder if the teacher, who is very immersed in
this literature, lost sight that we are actually novices in this topic, and these very dense for
beginners. We did not really discuss the history of assessment as much (so not sure we
needed this article either). I think we could have focused on reading on best practices of
assessment, holistic review, or focused on the optional readings of equity in assessment
which is a really important topic. Also I loved the 7 step process to help with creating
assessments, and yet picking a topic outside of OBGYN - which was so specific - was
distracting, as I was constantly trying to figure out how I could apply this to an OBGYN
assessment, and yet all I can remember is DI-SCO.

1/8/2022 3:14 PM

10 Amazing session. Love the interaction with the same group. Being in breakout sessions keeps
engagement and allows for meaningful conversations.

1/8/2022 3:13 PM

11 Really enjoyed team-based learning with my group. We had excellent conversations about the
material and if we finished our tasks early, we could discuss how our education role is going for
us at our own institution and share tips. The group size of 4-5 struck a nice balance. If future
sessions have to be virtual (ugh I sure hope not, but who knows?), I would love to continue
team-based learning as it really staves off Zoom fatigue.

1/8/2022 3:12 PM

12 Great presentation, discussion, learned a lot to share w/ my program. Great ideas and
opportunities to bond with group even though we are on Zoom

1/8/2022 3:07 PM

13 Really enjoyed learning about evaluation and assessment and Assessment as, for, and of
Learning. I intend to use this material to ensure I am using a variety of methods to receive
information on each learner. I will work on ensuring assessment literacy amongst my faculty
and residents. And I intend to incorporate PBL more often with my learners.

1/8/2022 3:05 PM

14 The articles were very dense and complex! I was surprised that I was able to answer the IRAT
questions! I appreciated the time during the second part of the day to think about my own
assessment system.

1/8/2022 3:05 PM

15 I feel like this session was a little higher complexity than previous and I struggled to translate
what we were learning from the readings into "real life." I felt like a lot of it was too lofty. As the
third day on zoom, I'm starting to feel fatigued from sitting, staring at a screen. I did REALLY
like having time with the same group over and over for TBL.

1/8/2022 3:03 PM

16 This session really helped me to delve into the complexities and issues with assessment of
learners. I have never before thought about or evaluated our assessment strategies on such a
profound level, and this was really thought-provoking. Thanks for a great session!

1/8/2022 3:03 PM

17 Such a dense topic. Really appreciated the team-based discussion and the questions were
thought-provoking and great about helping better understand the pre-reading from someone
else's vantage point. Some of the topics in the reading were confusing to me and these
discussions helped me understand them better in a more interesting way that just reading
powerpoint slides. So thank you! Also again very much appreciated the application of skills
toward a problem at our institution. It has made these problems seem fixable instead of
overwhelmingly impossible!

1/8/2022 3:03 PM

18 There was a lot here. I wish we had had more time to think through some of the comments in
the 2nd part of the talk. Also - a little more structured discussion on the bias / equity aspect
would have been helpful - maybe breakout rooms here.

1/8/2022 3:03 PM

19 Just fabulous. Loved the content and the modeling of how to do Team Based Learning. 1/8/2022 3:03 PM

20 Another excellent session!!! LOVE LOVE LOVE everything about Dr. Pat !! Wanna be like her
when I grow up!

1/8/2022 3:03 PM

21 I really liked the IRAT/GRAT and TBL format. The time to work in groups and create some
tangible work products/assessment tools was great. Would have loved to discuss the equity
piece more at the assessment and residency selection level-- could have put more time to this
part. I did find it difficult to access the articles due to paywalls. In particular, the Norcini et al.

1/8/2022 3:02 PM
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article was very difficult to access and I was only able to review the original . Some of the
articles felt a bit dense, so talking through the main points was helpful.

22 This was great. The breakout rooms were productive and useful in sparking debate as well as
creating a product that I can pull out and use down the line.

1/8/2022 3:02 PM

23 Another great session. Evaluation is a particular struggle in our institution and getting some
tools to address it was very useful. Additionally, it was great to learn from colleagues given we
all share very similar challenges.

1/8/2022 3:02 PM

24 I really enjoyed the discussion that was generated. It really helped me understand that there is
no one way or one perfect assessment that we need to create but rather a system. This is
extremely helpful to both clerkship and residency learners.

1/8/2022 3:01 PM

25 I think this is such an important topic, it could have been divided into two talks. I enjoyed
working with the group. I did feel like some of the initial readings -- #2 especially of AoL AfL
and AiL were really esoteric and challenging for me to digest. I wish we had a whole separate
session on equity in assessment and how to address this in our field at various levels (UME
and GME)

1/8/2022 2:54 PM
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Q2 I did not attend Session 3.
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!  No matching responses.
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Q3 Additional comments for the ASL Program:
Answered: 9 Skipped: 18

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Dr. O' Sullivan is an amazing teacher and obviously a content expert. She may need a better
assessment of our prior knowledge to give more relevant workshops.

1/10/2022 10:15 AM

2 If there could be 5min bathroom breaks built into every 1-1.5hrs of the session that would be
really helpful!

1/8/2022 3:33 PM

3 Pivoting to virtual is hard. Thank you for all your hard work and making lemonade out of
lemons. Amount of time and time for me in CST is perfect.

1/8/2022 3:20 PM

4 Thank you for all of the organizational work--makes a big difference to allow focus on learning. 1/8/2022 3:07 PM

5 thank you for clarifying why you cannot share PDF's. It does put ASL learners at a
disadvantage if they cannot access the articles. I am at an academic institution and did not
have half of the journals available to me. I will contact my librarian in advance next time.
Would be helpful before next session to get a reminder to perform this task. Thank you for
creating the portal and happy our times for us!

1/8/2022 3:05 PM

6 There are a lot of important conversations going on in the chat. I am not sure how to capture
this or allow for some discussion time outloud. I sometimes feel like I am distracted from the
session but also don't want to miss the conversation in the chat.

1/8/2022 3:05 PM

7 Happy hours are a really good idea and I'm hoping we could consider twice per month until
March so that we can connect, continue to network and have discussions. Most of us really
want and need that time to discuss with other enthusiastic educators.

1/8/2022 3:03 PM

8 Feeling so privileged to be a part of this. 1/8/2022 3:03 PM

9 Would be so great if all these worksheets and exercises that we work on daily can be compiled
and linked under that day in the syllabus or encourage people to share theirs in the chat right
after the breakout because for example, I would love to see the various assessment
paradigms that groups developed for the milestones and would help me not recreate the wheel.

1/8/2022 3:02 PM


